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Snow has reached Austria at last - www.lech-zuers.at

Snow forecast - Thursday 29 November 2012

Europe

Good news.  Most places have seen plenty of snow and it will stay cold now

with more to come over the next 7-10 days. 

Detailed forecast:

Austria

 

Western Austria will see plenty of snow today (to low levels) with snow

showers spreading further east as the day goes on.  Friday will continue

mostly cold and cloudy with light flurries in places.  Saturday should brighten

up a bit, but it will stay cold and more snow is possible in the west late on

Sunday.

France

 

It will be mostly cloudy today with light flurries (to low altitudes) slowly dying

out later.  The best of any brightness will be in the south.  It will feel cold,

especially at altitude, with a strong northerly wind.  Friday will be much

brighter with sunny spells particularly in the south.  It will remain cold. 

Saturday should also be fine but more snow is expected in the northern Alps

later on Sunday.
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Contact us...

Got a burning question about

weather or snow conditions in

the Alps?

Contact us and we'll do our

best to answer it...

 

E: info@weathertoski.co.uk

 

T: +44 (0)20 3151 3154

 

 

Heavy overnight snow in Val d'Isère. More due on Sunday - www.valdisere.com

Brightening up today over western Ita ly. Epic conditions expected in Sestriere for its

opening on Saturday - www.via lattea.it

Italy

 

The snow will slowly die out from the western Italian Alps today but will

persist further east (Dolomites).  Friday will see further flurries in the east but

much brighter skies further west.  It will remain cold.  Saturday should see

plenty of sunshine for all parts despite low temperatures.  Cloud will move

back into the western Alps on Sunday with largely sunny conditions further

east.

Switzerland

 

Snow showers will die away from southern regions today but will persist

further north, especially north-east where they will still be heavy at times.  It

will feel cold everywhere.  Friday will be much brighter in most regions but

some flurries will persist on the eastern side of the northern Alps.  It will be

cold and bright everywhere on Saturday with more snow arriving in the north

and west later on Sunday.
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Les Crosets - there 's about 30cm of fresh snow at a ltitude in the Portes du Sole il -

www.idelec.ch

Outlook:

Monday should be cold and bright but more snow is expected across the

northern and western Alps on Tuesday.  Beyond that it remains unsettled

with the chance of yet more snow, particularly later in the week.

North America

More snow is forecast in Western Canada, though some rain is also likely at

resort level in Whistler.

 

In the US, more snow is forecast for California (Mammoth, Heavenly) and

over the weekend in Utah (Snowbird), Wyoming (Jackson Hole) and Montana

(Big Sky). Colorado resorts such as Vail and Aspen will have to wait until

next Tuesday, however, before their next chance of significant snow.

Next detailed forecast on Monday 3 December, but see Today in the Alps

for daily updates
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